AIR RIFLES MANUEL

For All N Series
SAFETY RULES

Before you use your new KRAL AIR RIFLE you must read and understand the following safety rules:

1 - This air rifle is not a toy and can cause serious injury or death.
2 - The airgun should be used only by adults or under adult supervision.
3 - Always wear eye and ear protection when using this airgun. This includes people in the immediate vicinity.
4 - Always assume the air rifle is loaded. Never leave the airgun loaded if it is not going to be used.
5 - Always point the air rifle in a safe direction and be aware of the backstop.
6 - Do not point at anything you do not intend to shoot.
7 - Do not fire at a target that allows ricochets or deflections. Do not fire into or at water.
8 - Be certain that each pellet you use is in the proper caliber for this airgun. Never re-use pellets.
9 - Pellets contain lead. Follow all pellet package safety directions. Wash hands thoroughly after handling. Do not put in mouth.
10 - Store the airgun (unloaded) and ammunition in separate, safe places, out of reach of children.
11 - Do not walk, jump or run when carrying a loaded air rifle. Keep your fingers away from the trigger and do not load the rifle until you are ready to fire.
12 - Unload the airgun before putting it in a vehicle.
13 - Do not remove from its case or show the air rifle in public.
14 - Buyer and user have the duty to obey all laws about the use and ownership of this airgun.
15 - Anytime you carry or transport an airgun, make sure the safety is on and the gun is unloaded. Under no circumstances carry or transport when loaded.
16 - It is recommended that you fully inspect the airgun on a regular basis.

Your new air rifle is covered by a one year parts and service warranty against manufacturing defects.

⚠️ WARNING: NOT A TOY. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED. MISUSE OR CARELESS USE MAY CAUSE SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH. MAY BE DANGEROUS UP TO 1000 YARDS (915 METERS).

⚠️ WARNING: THIS IS A HIGH POWERED AIRGUN INTENDED FOR USE BY THOSE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER. READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING BUYER AND USER HAVE THE DUTY TO OBEY ALL LAWS ABOUT THE USE AND OWNERSHIP OF THIS AIRGUN.

⚠️ WARNING: DO NOT BRANDISH OR DISPLAY THIS AIRGUN IN PUBLIC; IT MAY CONFUSE PEOPLE AND MAY BE A CRIME. POLICE AND OTHERS MAY THINK IT IS A FIREARM. DO NOT CHANGE THE COLORATION OR MARKINGS TO MAKE IT LOOK MORE LIKE A FIREARM. THAT IS DANGEROUS AND MAYBE A CRIME.
1- OPERATING THE SAFETY

There is no substitute for muzzle control. Never rely on any mechanical safety. Always point the gun in a safe direction. The safety is located in front of the trigger (see fig. K-1). The safety is “ON” when the lever is in the rear position (near the trigger). To release the trigger, move the lever to the forward position (away from the trigger). Always put the safety “ON” when handling, carrying, loading or unloading the air gun. Do not press the trigger while putting the safety “ON”.

**WARNING:** BE SURE THE AIRGUN IS ALWAYS POINTED IN A SAFE DIRECTION. NEVER POINT THE AIRGUN AT ANYONE EVEN IF IT IS UNLOADED. ALWAYS ASSUME AND HANDLE THE AIRGUN AS IF IT WERE LOADED AND READY TO FIRE.

2- COCKING YOUR AIR RIFLE

Make sure the airgun is “ON SAFE”. With one hand grasp the top of the rear stock Armly, avoid contact with the trigger, and brace the butt end of the tock against your thigh. Gr barrel near the muzzle end, just behind the front sight. Pull downward and to the rear until it comes to a solid stop. The piston action has been engaged. Do not let go of the barrel.
3- LOADING YOUR AIR RIFLE

Insert the correct caliber lead pellet carefully into the chamber of the breech end which is exposed when you cock the air rifle. Be sure to seat the pellet flush with the breech to avoid damaging the pellet skirt.

**CAUTION**: Do not attempt to reuse pellets that have been fired or are deformed. Do not use buck shot, darts, ball bearings, or other foreign objects because they can cause injury to you or someone else or may damage and/or jam the airgun.

4 - FIRING

Push the Safety Lever to the “Fire” Position. The rifle is ready to fire. Gently pull trigger until action fires.

**CAUTION**: Appropriate eye and ear protection should be worn when firing any airgun. 
**CAUTION**: Be aware of the backstop behind your target. 
**NOTICE**: Do not attempt to fire the airgun while the action is open.

**WARNING**: BE SURE THE AIRGUN IS ALWAYS POINTED IN A SAFE DIRECTION. NEVER POINT THE AIRGUN AT ANYONE EVEN IF IT IS UNLOADED. ALWAYS ASSUME AND HANDLE THE AIRGUN AS IF IT WERE LOADED AND READY TO FIRE.
5 - CLEANING

To clean the rifle barrel, always open the barrel in the same way as when loading it. Use the appropriate caliber cleaning rod, rod tip, patches, and bore brush with gun solvent and oil to clean your rifle. Insert the cleaning rod with cleaning attachments from the muzzle. You should never use lubricating oil in the barrel. Make sure any cleaning solvents or oils are removed from the barrel and it is dry before firing.

NEVER PUT ANY OIL INSIDE THE BARREL OR THE CHAMBER. THE RESULTING COMBUSTION COULD CAUSE IRREPARABLE DAMAGE TO YOUR RIFLE AND SERIOUSLY HARM YOURSELF AND OTHER PEOPLE.

6 - SHOOTING ELEMENTS

Sight picture and adjustment (Figs. K-4, K-5, K-5 Page 4, according to model): Windage adjustment: If the point of impact of the shot is to the left of the target, turn the screw 1 (see figs. K-1 or K-2, according to model) clockwise. If the point of impact of the shot is to the right of the target, turn the screw counter-clockwise. Elevation adjustment: If the shot is too high, turn the screw 2 (see figs. K-1 or K-2 according to model) clockwise. If the shot is too low, turn the screw counter-clockwise. Changing the position of the sight: On some air rifles models, the sight has a part with 4 interchangeable positions. Undo the screw 3 (see fig. K-2) until the sight rotates outside its housing. Insert the chosen shape at the top. Tighten screw 3 up again while holding the sight with your other hand until it slots back into the sight-holder.

Make sure any cleaning solvents or oils are removed from the barrel and it is dry before firing.
One-Year Limited Warranty

This product is warranted to the retail consumer for one year from date of retail purchase against defects in material and workmanship. In the unlikely event there are any defects in materials and workmanship in the first (12) twelve months after retail purchase, we will repair or replace the defective items under warranty.

What is covered:
Replacement parts and labor. Transportation charges to consumer for repaired product.

What is NOT covered:
- Transportation charges to Air Venturi for defective products.
- Any damage or faults caused by owner misuse, action or inaction.
- Damages caused by abuse or failure to perform normal maintenance.
- Any other expense.
- Parts subject to normal wear and tear.
- Consequential damages, incidental damages or incidental expenses including damage to property.

This warranty is in addition to your statutory rights. Retain your sales receipt as proof of purchase.

NOTE: Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.

Warranty claims: Call Air Venturi at: 216-220-1180 before returning any product.

Implied warranties: Any implied warranties, including the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, are limited in duration to one year from date of retail purchase.

NOTE: Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitation above limitation may not apply to you.

To the extent any provision of this warranty is prohibited by federal, state or municipal law which cannot be preempted, it shall not be applicable. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state and country to country. Illustrations and photographs are for information purposes only and may not show the exact model purchased.

The warranty shall be invalid if the Airgun:
- Has been incorrectly disassembled, reassembled or maintained.
- Has been filled with non-Air Venturi parts.
- Has been abused, misused or improperly stored.
- Original purchase receipt cannot be presented.